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In this paper we continue the existence theories of classical solutions of
nonlinear evolution equations with the strong dissipation studied in a previous 
paper [5]. In particular, we give sufficient conditions under which some of the 
equations have global solutions and at the same time we find steady state solu- 
tions of these quations which are exponentially stable as t + x,. In the applica- 
tion, we improve the existence r sults othe equations which describe a local 
statement of balance of momentum for materials for which the stress is related 
to strain and strain rate through some constitutive equation (cf. Greenberg et al. 
[6], Greenberg [7], Davis [2], Clements [l], etc.). 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q be a bounded omain in Iwn with a sufficiently smooth boundary X2. 
Points in Q are denoted by x and the time variable by t. 
Consider aninitial-boundary valueproblem: 
x u -y AU’ = F(x, t, U, Eli, Uij 9U', Id:), XEQ, t 20, (O-1) 
(*I u(Jc, 0)= u&)9 u'(x, 0)= u,(x), xE Q, 
45, t) = $(‘t), fEaf2, t 20, 
where y is a positive constant, u’ = au/at, ui = au/ax,, Uij = azulax,axj, 
and A denotes the n-dimensional Laplacian, d(t) is a smooth function, a dfor 
simplicity of proofs weassume that 
F(x, t, u, ui , uij ,u’, u;) 
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Here, it is assumed that ~(x, t) E C5(a x [0, CO)), C ,, = Cm,,a, ,..., +, ,..., s,are 
constants, pijfjij , rij ,0Li, pi 
IPI =Z:‘=OPj. 
are nonnegative integers, and1 OL 1= zy=,, mj , 
Previously, in [5] we established the global existence of classical solutions to 
equations 
u” - Au - Au’ = u’fi(u, ui uij) +fi2(u’, i’, ut), (0.2) 
where fi , fa are polynomials with constant coefficients. I  his case, the terms 
-Au, -Au’ (strong dissipation) played an important role in the existence; 
that is, it is a key point hat (0.2) h as an essentially nondegenerate elliptic part 
and the dissipation. One of the aims of this paper is to remove the linear term 
-Au in (0.2) and treat equations which have no ellipticity (uniform ellipticity) 
in general. From this point of view, our results obtained here improve the 
existence th ories of ome classes of nonlinear evolution equations. 
From our results we can see, for example, that he equations 
(0.3) 
U” - Au’ + c,(Au)“ + c,(Au)* = 0 (0.4) 
admit global solutions with small data giving suitable initial-boundary conditions. 
The argument in this paper is entirely based on the one in [5], and so we do 
not mention the notations of fundamental function spaces and do not prove 
lemmas concerning compactness of approximate solutions. Especially, we note 
that we also use inner products 
(., ..)z = ((-A)’ ., ..), I . 1; GE (., .)! (I = 0, 1, 2 )... ),
where (., ..) denotes the duality relationship between H-r(Q) and &l(Q), and 
we always identify @(Sa) as a space quipped with this inner product. 
In Section 1,we prove auniqueness theorem and construct a local classical 
solution with the use of the Galerkin procedure and further find conditions 
under which the solutions exist globally in time. In Section 2,we apply the 
results in Section 1 to some classes of nonlinear evolution equations. 
1. SOLUTIONS OF THE DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITION 
We first consider P oblem (*) with +(I) = 0. 
We now prove the following uniqueness theorem: 
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THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that 14(x, t), w(x, t) me two solutions f (*) belonging 
to the class 
CO(0, T; &@1+4(~2)) n Cl(0, T; 1%~~*1+3(12)) n P(0, T; I?(Q)), 
where 0 < T < CO. Then we have that 
1 d(t) - d(t)ji + 1 u(t) - w(t)lf < const{l u’(O) - w’(O>li + I@) - W)l’:l-. 
Here the constant depends on u(t), v(t), T. 
Pyoof. As in the usual manner, putting w(t) = u(t) - w(t), we have that for 
t E (0, Tl, 
(w”(t), w’(t))0 + y(w’(t), w’(t))l = (F(N, t, u,...) - F(x, t, w,... ), w’(t)), . 
Adding (w(t), w’(t))l toboth sides of the above we obtain 
&{I w’(t)l: + Iw(t)l:l’ + Y I w’(t)li 
= F(s, t, u,...) -I+, t, w,... ), w’(t))o + (w(t), w’(t))l 
< I W(t)11 Iw’(t)il + I(F(“‘) -F(..‘), w’(t))0 I- 
Here we know that the function F(x, t, u,...) - F(N, t, v,...) isthe sum of the 
terms 
(up’ - WI’) G&, t, u2 , u3 ,..., u, uij ,u’, u; , w), 
(ux’ - ~2) G,Js, t, u3 ,..., u’, u; , v, q), 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
((~‘)“a - (z+‘) G&, t, uTj ,u;. , w, wl ,..., w,J, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
((u;)‘J - (w;)“) G&T, t, uij ,...) 
where G,.(x, t ... ),H(x, t ,-..) are polynomials ofthe arguments . ... Therefore, 
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we have only to estimate (0)-inner p oducts of these terms with w’(t). Since 
4z - Bz = (A - B)(Az-’ + A1-2B + ..* + ABz-2 + F-l) and 
u(t), w(t) E cyo, T, ~[~:“l+*(n))  cyo, T; 8[~~~21+“(Q)), 
we have that 
~((u’)~” - (w’)‘“) G,.&--), w’), j< CB, j w’ 1; ,..., 
I((u:)“~ - (w:)“j G,(-9, 4, I < G, I w’ 11 Iw’ lo, 
,,,up - wgij) x7(...), w’). 1 (integrating by parts) 
= l(Wi, (A(‘*‘) w’)j)o I < cpi, / W /1 {[ w’ I, + 1 W’ 11)~ 
where I?(-*.) = H(*m.) (z$-’ + ... + ~i”iij-‘). Thus, with the use of the E- 
inequality, i.e., 1 ab 1 ,( 6 1 a I2 + (l/46) 1 b jB, we obtain 
$(I w’(t)l; L I w(t)$ < const(/ w’(t)\: + / w(t)@. 
This shows the well-known Gronwall inequality and implies our assertion. 
We turn to the existence problem. Throughout his paper we assume that K 
is an integer with K > [n/2] + 4. 
We make the approximating solutions by employing the Galerkin procedure. 
Let {k(x)} be the eigenfunctions f (---Jkf4 on B”;+*(Q), and set urn(t) = 
Ek xm.Mh p where txm.d4> is a couple of solutions ofthe system of the 
ordinary differential equations: 
(u;(t), $j)k + (u&(t), +j)7,z+l = (F(r, tt urn t..-), 4j)kT i = 13 2,..., W 
m 
%(O> = c f%dj f u;(O) = i b,$$ .
(1.1) 
j--l j-1 
Here it is assumed that 
%m - % strongly in Ak+4(SZ) as rn + co, 
(l-2) 
40) - 4 strongly in ZPf4(Q) as m + 03, 
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respectively (14,,u1 are initial values of (*)). Then, we know from the regularity 
of F and the fact&} C #G(Q) n Cm(a) that {~,~(t)} aremany times differentiable 
in (x, t) E Q x (0, T,), for some T,,, > 0. 
Now, we have a local existence theorem: 
THEOREM 1.2. If u,, u1 satisfy the abowe condition, there xists ooze and only 
one solution u(x, t) of (*) belonging toC’(0, T, ; l@+l(Q)) n C*(O, T, ; .@(Q)) 
for some T, > 0. 
Proof. For the approximating solutions {u,,,(t)}, we have that for each 
t E (0, Tm) 
and 
Here we have by the standard Sobolev lemmas that for U, o E fii+1(Q), 
where c,(t) is an appropriate nonnegative function and p, is a positive integer. 
Therefore, we should have that 
< c&)(1 + I 41 1: + I urn l~.+,,"o I 4, l/c+1 + I %l lk+l I 4 lk-tl . 
Thus, applying the c-inequality, we obtain 
@in(t) < Ml + @?nW”, t E (0, Tm), 
for some nonnegative continuous function c(t) and integer p, where @,Jt) = 
I 4dt>l; + I %n@>l:+l - Hence, we have by solving this inequality that 
@,n(t) < (1 + Q,(O)) (1 - (p - l)(l + am(0))P-l l’C(T) dT)-l”n-l). 
Consequently, noting that 
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we have that for all m (m 3 ma ; sufficiently large), 
@“z(t) < (1 + 2E,) (1 - (p - I)(1 + 2I&)“-l s,t C(T) dr)-l’? 
Therefore, choosing T,, such that 
1 
To 
c(t) dt < 
‘0 (p - ‘)(I’+ 2E,)P-1 ’ 
we can conclude that 
sup sup {I &(t)lk + I %2(t)lk+l~ < a .
mh, tsro.r,1 
(1.3) 
Then by differentiating both sides of (1 .I) in order and making inner products 
with u: , u:), respectively, we have that 
(1.4) 
Here estimate (1.3) and the regularity assumptions for u,, ur , and F are utilized 
in (1.4) and (1.5). Therefore, applying the usual compactness arguments and the 
uniqueness (Theorem 1.1) we should have our assertion (cf. [3, 4, 51). 
We next prove: 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose further that y > 3, pij + yij > 2 (i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n)
andfor some fi > 0 
x 1 aij(t)l,,-I,,, < const e+, t > 0. 
ij 
(1.6) 
Then, if in addition, 1 u0Ik+l , I u1 IL are suficiently small, problem (*) admits a 
solution u(x, t) in C1(O, co; Z@+1(sZ)) A C2(0, co; I%(Q)) and u(x, t) satisfies 
I u’(% + I 4t)lk+l < cona @, t 20, 
for some E> 0. 
Proof. As in a previous manner, we have for the local solution u(x, t) that 
(4 1 u’ 1;)’ + y / u’ I;,, = (F(x, t, u ,... ),u’), 
< I qx, t, %...)I,-,  u’ A+1 > t E (0, TOI, 
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and further. we have for small E> 0 that 
Here we know from assumption (1.6) that for some c,, > 0 
1 F(x, t, u ,... )Ik,_, < cneeBf E I u I$ E I u I$, I u’ p, 
i.j ~i,<l~lfl8l69ij 
and furthermore, from pij + rij 3 2, we may assume that for some cr > 0 
and positive integer p1 , 
i F(x, t, u ,... )lkpl .< cleCaf 
i I u’ IE + ; I u 1:+1)(1 + (I u’ 1: + ; I ZJ lE+,)DJ. 
Therefore we should obtain 
2 
4’(t) G -h(t) + 2yCt 1 ~ ep’“f$2(t)( 1 + 4*“‘(t)), 
where 4(t) = -h Iu’(Qli + (4V ~(t)li+~, t E (0,Tn]. Here we fix E > 0 such 
that 0 < l < (2/(2p, + 1))/3 and set ca = cr2/(2y - 1). Now, we assume that 
4(O) = ; I ul I; + ; I u, I;,, < E, 
where E (> 0) is determined later in the proof. Then, from the continuity of
the functional r)(t), we may assume that 
4(t) < E . cf, t E [O, q, 
for some 6 > 0. Then, for t E (0, 6), we should have that 
4’(t) < c+(t) + c,e-““$“(t)(I + E281e2p1’f). 
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that is, for t E (0, S) we have that 
Consequently, ifwe choose Co such that 
that is, 
90 11 +c,E(&+E2’1 1 2p-(2p,+l)r <Ev 11 
then 4(t) should satisfy 
4(t) < Ee’, for all t E [0, S]. 
As a matter of course we can extend the existence interval ofd(t) from [0, S] 
to [0, To], and further to [0, co), and d(t) satisfies 
d(t) -=G Eect, t 20. 
The remaining parts of the proof will follow from our routine work. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
In this ection we apply the theorems in Section 1to some classes ofnonlinear 
evolution equations with the strong dissipation. 
We first consider the problem: 
liJ - u,, = C(%)” &a! I -m<a<x<b<co, t>O, 
(2.1) 
(*A @, 0) = u,(x), u’(x, 0)= u,(x), a<x<b, (2.2) 
u(a, t) = A, u(b, t) = B, t>O > (2.3) 
where c, A, B are constants with c f 0, A # B and p is a positive integer. 
As we noted in the beginning of this paper, Eq. (2.1) is a special case which 
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describes a local statement of balance of momentum for materials when c is 
positive and p is even. 
Now, we prove: 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that ((B - A)/(b - ~2))” . c= 6 > 0,26(b - ~2)~<1. 
Assume that 
where S(x) = (6/c)l/p (x - a) + A, (q, 9) belongs to@‘+“(a, b)x fiE+4(a, b) 
(h > 4), and 1 v,, lkfl , ( v, jr are su@iently small. Then we have asoluticrn 11(x, t)
of (*)I satisfying 
24(x, t)- S(x) Ecyo, co; Ak+l(a, 6)) n qo, co; Bya, b)), 
and there exists p > 0 such that 
/ u(t) - S(x)l:+1  I u’(t)l2, < const e+“, t 3 0. 
Proof. We transform the unknown function u(x, t) to V(X, t) by the equality 
24(x, t) = e@ w(x, t) + S(x). 
Then substituting t in (2.1) we have for er(x, t) that 
@(On - 260’ + S2w) - ecBt(v - SW),, 
= c(e-*fv, + S,)= (e-6tv2. + S,,) 
= c(ecGtwx + S,)= e-6fwsr . 
This implies that 
x Z’ - 2 Sv’ + SW - v;, + SW,, = cs,pw,, + c Fl (p) e-*jf(vX)j(ST)D--j w,, . 
From the assumption of S(x), we finally have that 
v” - 2 SW’ + S”v - CL, = c cl (T) e-65t(vx)i (~)‘p-j)‘p v,, . (2.4) 
Here we set initial values uch that 
W(% 0) = W), v’(x, 0)= &7,(x) + v&c). (2.5) 
Then since 26(b - a)2 < 1 and [ w 1: < ((b--a)2/2) 1 w lt+r, for w E gB+l(a, b), 
we find that Eq. (2.4) is of the same type as Theorem 1.3. In fact, we have that 
= cp t1 (p)(y-“‘” ,*(j-l)t((,,zy v,  , zqk . 
From the above, it follows that 
.< const e--6t i l(%)j z’,, IL-1 I7J’ l&.+1 - 
j-l 
Therefore, by Theorem 1.3 there xists a solution (x, t) of problem (2.4)-(2.5) 
with a O-boundary condition such that 
and 
w(x, t)Ecyo, Ix); fPf’(u, b))n qo, 00; 14k(a, b)), 
I z’ Ii+, + I w’ If. < const e”, t >, 0, 
for E > 0, with E < 6 (note that we can choose such E > 0 from the arguments 
in the proof of Theorem 1.3) if / V, jk+r ,I v Ik are sufficiently small. Consequently, 
transforming conversely, 11(x, t) should be a solution of (*)i and satisfy our 
assertions. 
We next consider the n-dimensional cases. 
u” - Au’ = P(u, u2 ,..., u,) Au, x E Q, t > 0, (2.6) 
(*In 4x, 0) = uo(x), uyx, 0) = z+(x), x EQ (2.7) 
u(5, t) = S(6), !fEaQ, (2.8) 
where P(u, u2 ,..., u,)is a polynomial in ui (i = 1, 2,..., n), and S(t) = 
x.,“=, ai& (uj : constant). 
Then we have: 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that 
P(0, 0,..., 0) = 0, P(% 7 a2 ,.a*, a,) = s > 0, 
2(&) = q)(X) + S(x), XEQ, 
%(4 = ~l(Xh 
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where (v,, , vl) belongs to l@“(sZ) x @+4(52) (h > [n/2] + 4), and 1 vO lIctl , 
1 vii Ik are suficiently small. Then we have a solution of(*)n satisfying 
u(x, t) - S(x) E cyo, ccc; zP+yQ)) n cyo, co; zP(Q)), 
and there xists p > 0 such that 
j u(t) - S(X)~~+~  1 u’(t)lf < const e-Ut, t >, 0, 
if 8satisfies 26Ck < 4, where Ck is a PoincarCSobolev constant szlch that 1 v 1: < 
c, 1 v 1;+1 for vE EP+$Q!). 
Proof. As in a previous manner, transforming by 
21(x, t) = e-%(x, t) + S(x) 
we have for V(X, t) that 
v” - 2677’ + S*v - Ad + 6Av 
= P(e-%, + a,, e-6$ + u2 ,..., e-%, + a,) Av 
= P(vl , v2 ,..., v ; u1 , a, ,..., a ) Av + P(a, , a2 I..., a ) Av, 
where 
P(vl ,..., vn ; a, ,.*., a ) = P(e-%, + a, ,..., @vn + a,) - P(a, ,..., a,). 
Note here that at least one function fe-%r ,..., e-%, is one of the arguments 
of P(v, ) 0, ,..., a, ; a, ,..., a,), and therefore w can write that 
P(vl ,..., a ; a, ,..., a,) = e-*tQ(vl , v, ,..., v ). 
Thus, we have for v(x, t) that 
v” + 2Sv’ + S*v - do’ = e+ Q(q , v2 ,..., v,) do. 
Consequently, from our assumption of 6, we have the assertion by Theorem 1.3. 
We next study a more interesting equation which is a pure generalization of 
our model equation (2.1) (cf. [l]). 
Consider the problem: 
d r Ad = $I 2 (P(uI ,u2 ,..., u ) uJ, E E -% t > 0, (2.9) 
(**)?I 
qx, 0) =f%(x), uyw, 0)= #l(X), XEQ, (2.10) 
45, t) = S(E), wQR, (2.11) 
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where, P(ul , u2 ,..+, u ) is a polynomial inu( (i = 1, 2,..., rz)and S(t) =
C;, a& (uj :constant). Here we also assume that 
P(0, o,..., 0)= 0, P(Ul , a, ,***, a ) = s > 0, 26C, < 4, 
where Ck is the same number in Theorem 2.2 and further weassume that here 
exists Y > 0 such that 
for all 5E W. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose the above ussumptions. Then we have un analogous 
conclusion f rS(x), us in Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. As in a previous manner, putting 
u(x, t) = e-6t w(x, t) + S(x), 
we have for er(x, t)that 
vv - 2 6-o + S2v - do’ + 6 Av 
= P(eCstvl + a, ,..., e-S, + a,) Av 
n 
+ est 1 
aP(e?v, + a, ,..., e 
aXi 
-%a + 4 (gst vi + ui) 
i=l 
= P(u, ,..., a ,) AU + {P(e-stzl, + a, ,..., eFvla + a,) - P(u, ,..., u )} Av 
+if 
aP(eC%, + a, ,..., e-%7, + a,) 
auj 
(P Vii) vi 
i=l j=l 
+ f a, i q vij . 
i=l j=l , 
Thus, it follows that 
I, v - 2 Sv’ + S2v - do’ 
= {P(e-%, + a, ,..., e-S, + a,) - P(a, ,..., a )} AV 
+5,-e 2 
ap(...) -dtvtj . v. 
i-1 j-1 
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The first three terms are higher order and they have e@ in their coefficients. 
The last erm implies uniform ellipticity from our assumption. Therefore, the
remaining parts of the proof will follow immediately. 
We further consider the problem: 
U” - Au’ = c(Au)p + A, XEQ, t > 0, (2.12) 
(***I, u(x, 0) = %(X), u’(x, 0)= u&Y, O), xE Q, (2.13) 
u(E, 4 = W), EEaQ, t20, (2.14) 
where c(c # 0), A are constants, p isan integer with p > 1, and 4(t) is a smooth 
function. Here we put S(x) as a solution of the boundary value problem, 
A+(x) = (+)““, .v EQ, 
?45) = WY, tEali? 
Now, we assume that 
6 = cp (+)(p-l)‘p > 0, 2 K, < 3, 
where Ck is the number in the assumption in Theorem 2.2. 
Then we have: 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose the assumptions. Then we have assertions forS(x) 
analogous tothose in Theorem 2.2. 
The proof will be obtained asin a previous manner. 
We can apply these results to the equation 
u” - Au’ = c,(Au)p + c~(Au)Q, (2.15) 
where ci are constants andp, q are positive ntegers with the condition 
c,A” + C,AQ = 0, 
cIpAp-l + c2qAg-l = 6 > 0, 286, < 3, 
for aconstant A. Putting S(x) as a solution of 
A+(x) = A, XEQ, 
JN5) = m 5w 
we have: 
THEOREM 2.5. For the problem: (2.15), (2.13), and(2.14) wehave assertions 
for S(x) analogous tothose in Theorem 2.2. 
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Remark 1. The readers know that he functions S(X) in the theorems are all 
steady state solutions ofequations considered. 
Remark 2. Although we report rather typical cases only, if we know smooth 
solutions ofboundary value problems for nonlinear elliptic equations obtained 
from the original evolution equations, we are able to argue the stability of 
steady-state solutions (if they exist) in the parallel discussions. 
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